The pathogenesis and significance of the urinary alcohol cycle in rats fed ethanol intragastrically.
The blood alcohol level cycle (BALC) of the intragastric tube feeding model first described by Tsukamoto et al., has three separate essential mechanistic components. The first is the requirement for an intact functioning thyroid. The evidence for this is that propylthiouracil or severance of the pituitary stalk completely prevents the cycle. What happens instead of the cycle is that the blood alcohol level rises to a lethal level when ethanol is given continuously at a dose of 11 g/kg/day by stomach tube. When excess thyroid hormone is given orally it markedly attenuates the cycle because it interferes with the changes in the level of thyroid hormone during the cycle. The second component is norepinephrine. Catecholamines are markedly elevated at the peaks of the cycle. Both propranolol and phenoxybenzamine, which are beta- and alpha-blockers, prevent the cycle. Also, when catecholamines are fed in excess in the form of ephedrine, the cycle is eliminated. The third element essential to the cycle is the generation of NAD to support the oxidation of alcohol by alcohol dehydrogenase. When complex I (NADH dehydrogenase) of the mitochondrial electron transport chain is inhibited by feeding rotenone, the cycle is totally eliminated and blood alcohol levels remain constant at 200 mg/%. Thus NADH increases and NAD decreases at the peak of the cycle. Without the fluxuation of NAD, ADH activity cannot fluctuate during the cycle and the cycle is prevented. The significance of the BALC in the understanding of alcohol liver disease pathogenesis is that there's a marked difference in the gene expression and liver toxicity when the peaks and troughs of the cycle are compared. The expression of 1000+ genes is either two-fold up or down regulated as determined by microarray analysis. At the peaks there is increased liver pathology, especially inflammatory changes in the liver associated with an increase of iNOS expression. The genes responsive to hypoxia inducible factor 1alpha (HIF1alpha) regulation are increased including the expression of erythropoietin, adrenomedullin and adrenergic receptor alpha 1a and d. The expression of prolyl hydroxylase, which destabilizes HIF1alpha, increases when the BAL drops to low levels during the cycle. The level of oxygen, as measured on the surface of the liver, is decreased at the peaks, compared to control livers. The NADH/NAD ratio is markedly increased and ATP levels are markedly decreased at the BAL peaks. Also, endotoxin in the blood is very high at the peaks and very low at the troughs. When the blood alcohol levels fall during the cycle, there is an increase in ALT, suggesting that reoxygenation from the hypoxic state at the peaks causes an ischemic reperfusion injury-like lesion in the liver. At this time there is also an increase in expression of many important enzymes such as manganese SOD. Genes such as c-fos and CTGF are increased in expression. These contrasting findings at the peaks and troughs indicate that the blood alcohol levels, which fluctuate up and down, change the gene expression and the pathology of the liver.